UK Culture – Ethical shopping
Introduction
This support pack accompanies the audio file 'Ethical Shopping'. To listen to the audio file, go to:
http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/uk-culture/ethical-shopping
This support pack contains the following materials:
•
•
•

a pre-listening vocabulary activity
the transcript of the audio file
a comprehension activity

Before you listen
Exercise 01
Match the words and phrases in the table to their definitions.
a. a slightly different take on

b. armaments

c. at the expense of

d. Bargains

e. charity shop

f.

Ethical

g. Exploitation

h. fiver

i.

high street

j.

k. Low-wage economies

l.

Roughly

m. rule of thumb

n. stock

o. sweat shop

p. tenner

q. Turning a blind eye

r.

In the long run

well off

1. If shops [………………..] something, they keep a supply of it
2. [………………..] are countries where many people work in jobs which pay very little
3. The [………………..] is the main street in any town where the most important shops and businesses
are.
4. [………………..] are things sold at a lower price than their real value
5. [………………..] means approximately.
6. [………………..] is when you use someone else unfairly for your own advantage
7. If you do something [………………..] someone else, you harm that person by your action
8. A [………………..] is a practical and approximate way of measuring something
9. A [………………..] is a factory where people work very hard for little money
10. If you have [………………..] something, your point of view is a little different
11. A [………………..] means 5 pounds sterling and a [………………..] of course is equal to 10 pounds.
12. [………………..] is used to describe the process of ignoring unpopular orders or inconvenient facts or
activities.
13. [………………..] refers to something which is morally or socially acceptable.
14. Another word for weapons is [………………..].
15. If you are [………………..] you have no financial worries and are moderately rich.
16. [………………..] refers to a future time period usually in a business sense.
17. A [………………..] is a shop that sells second-hand goods to raise money for charity.
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Transcript
Hello and welcome to Trend UK, your shortcut
to popular culture from the British Council. In the
next few minutes we’re going to be asking
whether you’re after value for money when
you’re shopping for fashion; or fashion that’s
made with values. We’re all after a bargain on
the high street. But how often do you stop to
consider how some stores seem to stock lowcost/high fashion items quicker and more
cheaply than others? Fulfilling our needs for fast
fashion means increased production and
competition in clothing made in countries with
low-wage economies. Our reporter Mark has
been to the high street to find out more.
Here in a typical British high street there are
plenty of bargains to be had. Handbags at
£3.99, T-shirts for a fiver and shoes for under a
tenner - all roughly equivalent to the price of an
everyday meal. But how many of the people
shopping in this high street have stopped to
think about how it’s possible to sell clothes so
cheaply? Is it because some companies are
turning a blind eye to the exploitation in the
countries where these items are made? Ruth
Rothelson is an expert on ethical shopping from
the Ethical Consumer Research Association,
who amongst other things produced the
magazine ‘Ethical Consumer’.
Ruth, just tell us what the Ethical Consumer
Research Association is.
OK, well the Ethical Consumer Research
Association exists to provide information for
shoppers, letting them know what the
companies are doing behind the brands that
they see on the shelves.
So what makes an ethical shopper?
Very broadly speaking, people who are
concerned about ethical issues want to know
that the product they’re buying hasn’t been
made at the expense of the people who are
producing it, whether it’s in this country or
abroad. They might also be concerned with
other kinds of issues: whether the company is
involved in armaments, or whether they’re
donating money to certain political parties. And

that as a shopper, you might not want to give
your money to that party so therefore you might
not want to buy a product from a company who
is supporting a political party that you don’t
agree with.
And is there any kind of rule of thumb? Is
something that’s more expensive, for example,
likely to be more ethical?
Unfortunately it isn’t always the case that the
more expensive something is, the more ethical it
is. We can buy very cheap products and it’s very
likely that when products are cheap, something
has suffered in order to get it to us. Whether it’s
the person making it or the animals or the
environment. Quality however, is often a good
indicator whether something, especially with
clothes, has been made well. And unfortunately
a lot of ethical products will cost more because
they reflect the real cost of bringing that thing
into the shops. So something that has been
made in a factory where the workers have been
paid a proper wage will cost you more to buy,
simply because the people making it are getting
paid enough to live on.
Do you have to be well off then to be an ethical
shopper?
It really depends. You don’t have to be rich to be
an ethical shopper. One way of thinking about
ethical shopping is thinking about buying less.
Sometimes we buy an awful lot more than we
need. We buy more items of clothing than we
need. So being an ethical shopper really means
thinking a bit before you go and spend your
money in the shops. Some things may cost a
little bit more in the short-run, but be worth it in
the long-run. If you are paying for quality,
something will last you longer and then save you
money. And sometimes you can buy things
second-hand. There’s a lot of charity shops on
the high street to buy, good clothes. Sometimes
you can look a lot better than someone who’s
just bought off the high street because you can
have quite a unique look, and the quality that
you find in most second-hand shops is really
very good these days. So it’s about thinking
before you shop.
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Thanks Ruth. Now among the shoppers here
I’ve got Lauren and Bella. Starting with you
Bella, would you consider shopping ethically?
Definitely for food. And clothing, well, when I buy
clothes I wouldn’t want to think of them being
made in a sweat shop.
Lauren you do shop ethically. But you’ve got a
slightly different take on it haven’t you.
Yeah I suppose I shop ethically but my original
thing for that was that I like to wear clothes that
are different from everyone else. So I would

start shopping for vintage clothes. So ethically,
obviously they’re second-hand so…also I buy a
lot of clothes from market stalls, from fashion
students maybe. So they’re all made here, so
they would be made ethically as well.
Thanks Lauren, thanks Bella. Well it’s an
interesting debate, and I’ll certainly be doing my
clothes shopping with a little bit more care in
future.
Our reporter Mark, out among the dedicated and
ethical followers of fashion there. And that’s it for
this time. For now, from me and all the Trend
UK Team, bye bye.

After listening
Exercise 02
Match the endings of the sentences in the first table with the beginnings of the sentences in the second
table.
a. companies can put cheap fashion into the shops so fast.
b. companies give their money to.
c. the workers who make them are paid higher wages.
d. you can always buy less, or buy second-hand.
e. you will probably get products that last longer.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ethical products may cost more because
Ethical shopping means thinking about how
If you are prepared to pay more for quality
If you want to spend less money
Shopping ethically also means asking who

Answers
Exercise 01
1. n; 2. k; 3. i; 4. d; 5. l; 6. g; 7. c; 8. m; 9. o; 10. a; 11. h, p; 12. q; 13. f; 14. b; 15. r; 16. j; 17. e
Exercise 02
1. c; 2. a; 3. e; 4. d; 5. b
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